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radius for ka = 1.0, may act to enhance the actual radar cross
sections. Comparisons were made for ku = 0.5 bet.n-een radar
cross sections calculated using the computer program and using a
low-frequency solution for disk scat.tering due to Eggimann [SI.
Agreement was very good, being within 0.1 dB.

On the basis of t.he considerations presented here, it is reasonable
to conclude t,hat. t.he computer program can be used to compute
value of the far-zone backscattered fields for the ideal disk electro-
magnet,ic plane wave scattering problem for values of h-a as large
as 5.0 for any values of t.he aspect angle 0 and may be used for
values of ka as large as 8.0 for restricted values of the aspect angle.
The correspondence between t.he values of the backscattered fields
for the ideal disk scattering problem and the thin metallic disk
scatt,ering problem is very good for large values of Ira, but may
become poor for values of ku less than or equal to 1.0.
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Nonlinear Reflection and Transmission of
Electromagnetic Waves by Moving Plasmas

Absfracf—Based on the covariance principle of Maxwell's equa-
tions and phase-invariance principle (derived from the special
theory of relativity), expressions for the nonlinear reflection and
transmission of electromagnetic waves from weakly ionized plasmas
moving perpendicular to the interface have been obtained. It is
seen that the effect of nonlinearity is quite appreciable even when
the electromagnetic waves are moderately strong.

The problem of the reflection and t,ransmision of t.he electro-
magnetic waves by a moving dispersive medium recently has been
investigated by various authors [1]-[4]. Yeh ( I ] concluded t.hat.
when the olasma moves Darallel to the interface, the reflect.ed and
transmitted fields for an incident E-plane wave are independent
of the movement. of the plasma medium. Furthermore, when the
plasma medium moves perpendicular to the interface, the reflected
and transmitted waves are funct.iom of the velocity of the moving
plasma medium. However, Yeh assumed t.he plsma to be cold.
We know that when a real absorptive plasma is considered, t.he
incidence of moderately strong electromagnetic waves renders the

medium to be nonlinear. The purpose of t.his communication is to
derive expressions for nonlinear reflect.ion and transmission of
electromagnet.ic way= for a weakly ionized plasma moving per-
pendicular to t.he interface; the variat.ion of these coefficients with
the velocity of the medium and other paramet.ers has been studied.

For a weakly ionized plasma (when electron-neutral particle
collisions dominate), the effective collision frequency is governed
by c51

Veff = YO (

= Jl
m'

(la)

(lb)

when the rise in temperat.ure of electrons due to electromagnetic
heat.ing is not very large, Le., (T, — T)/T << 1. Using the relevant
expression for (T, - T)/T [ j ] , we get

"ett = "0 ( 1 + - SS*J (lc)

where a = e211fE~~2/67n2~T~3 is the nonlinearit,y pa.rameter. In
these expressions, yo is the collision frequency of electrons nit,h
healy part.icles of individual mas X in the absence of electric
field, T, is tohe electronic temperature whereas T is the gas
temperat.ure, e and m are the charge and mass of an elect.ron,
respectively, x is Bolt,zmann's constant, o is the angular frequency
of t.he incident wave, and Eo0 is the normalizing electric field;
* over any quantity indicates its complex conjugate.

Let, the plane z = 0 be the plasma free space interface, the region
z < 0 corresponding to the free space and the region z > 0 to a
plasma. The permittivity of the plasma medium is given by [5]

(2)ei = I 1 —

vhen 0% >> 9(Te). We now consider two reference frames, viz.,
the rest. frame S of the observer in Rhich t.he plasma moves wit.h
velocit,y v and the rest frame S' of moving plasma. In the reference
frame S, let, the incident plane wave given by

t.hat, is,
Ei = Eo exp ($1~) exp (—-id)

&i = &O exp (iBlz) exp ( — id) (3)

be normally incident, on it from 6he free space side; 80 =
t.he normalized amplitude and o1 = o/c.

In the frame of reference S' which is stationary with respect to
the uniformly moving plasma half-space, the incidence wave takes
t.he form

&i' = Go' exp (0iV) exp (-im't’). (4)

Reflected and transmitted fields in the moving system can be
obtained by solving the one-dimensional rave equation by .the
method of successive approximat.ion [6] yielding

£/ ‘ = + a'&,1') exp (-z&’z’) exp (-id (5)

and

S(' = i(S,o' + a'S(i') exp (7flj'«') + a'ai'

Gl0'
2&lO*' e.xp [i(2,%' - B2*')z']
[ft/2 - (2ft/ -

exp (-id) (6)

where

i ' = —

e '
ft' = - 1c . , ' 2
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z',t' are related to the combination of z and t by Lorentz trans-
formation and a' is the frequency in the reference frame 5'.

Using the conditions for the continuity of electric and magnetic
vectors at the interface, it can be readily shown that £7], C8]

S I at of

rO PI — P2
So' ft' +

8ai'ft"So
So' ~ (ft' + ft')3(ft' + ft*') (3ft' -

2ft'

(7a)

(7b)

(7c)
p /
0(0

17 = (ft' + ft')

8 a ' _ 8ai'ft"So"(2ft' - ft*' + ft*')
So' ~ (ft' + ft')s(ft' + ft*') (ft*' - ft')(ft*' ~ 3ft') '

In the observer's system S, the reflected and transmitted waves
take the form

Sr = (Sro + «w8rt) exp (—ift(r)z) exp ( - ; «

= Arn exp (- jf t«z) exp ( - i u« i )

and

[ , , „ [ , „•• 6.o»6iO* exp

•exp exp (-?

(8a)

(8b)

(9a)

(9b)= <?,„ exp (ift(()z) exp (iu«>0.
When the plasma is moving in the direction of the incident wave,

i.e., in z direction, making use of the covariance of Maxwell's
. equation and the phase invariance of a uniform plane wave, we
have the following transformations Q)]:

(10a)

(10b)

(10c)
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(lib)
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0,1 I ISiOji = 78(0,1

where y = [1 — i>2/c2 J~1/2. Reflection and transmission coefficients
are, respectively, defined as

R =

T =
n-St

n-Si

(12a)

(12b)

where
S; = | ( f t X Hi*)

Sr = UEr X Hr*)

S, = §(£« X #«*).
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So, from (8b) and (gb), the nonlinear reflection and t.ransmksion
coefficients for moving plasmas are given by [ I ]

(13a)

So2
(13b)

The reflection and transmission of electromagnetic waves for a
moving plama as a function of tl/c for various values of wp?/w2

and nonlinearit,y parameter a are plotted in Figs. 1 and 2, respec-
t.ivel>-. As pointed out by Yeh [ l ] and Daly and Gruenberg [ lo] ,
when the plasma medirlm moves in the z direction in the present
configuration, the relation Rz,,

Hs + Tm
BS # 1 in general. -4s

wP2/o2 decreases, the plasma becomes more and more transparent,
to the incident wave thereby causing a reduction of t.he refledon
coefficient. (Fig. I). Also it k seen that, the peak of t.he reflection
coefficient shifts toward the higher velocit,y side and t.he nonlinearity
tends to increase the reflection coefficient.. From Fig. 2 we infer
t.hat for overdense plasma, there is not much difference between
nonlinear and linear transmission of electromagnetic waves. When
plasma medilm is moving toward the incident wave (c/c negative),
the transmitted energy is greater t.han the energy of t.he incident
wave and the transmission coefficient. increases monotonically for
larger negative values of c/c [IO]. For smaller values of oP

2/w2,
non1inearit.y seems to behave notoriously; t.he nature of variat.ion
is demonstrated in Fig. 2 for ug

2/w? = 0.8. For positive values
of e;c, the nonlinear transmission coefficient shows an oscillatory
behavior but for negative values of L!/C, the general tendency of
nonlinearity is to reduce the transmission coefficient.

The present analysis gives quite Satisfactory results for weakly
ionized plasma with w2 » v2(Te) [SI. This method can easily be
extended to the case of strongly ionized plasma, follom-ing Kaw
and M a t [SI without changing the basic formulation. In con-
rlrlsion, one observes that. the characteristics of the reflection and
t.ranvnision of electromagnetic waves for a nonlinear medium, as
a function of velocity of the medium are significantly different,
from that of a linear dispersive medium.
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Nonlinear Dispersion of Electromagnetic Transient
Signals Propagating Through a Partially
Ionized Plasma

Absfracf—The propagation of relatively high-power electro-
magnetic transient signals through a homogeneous, isotropic, and
partially ionized plasma medium is discussed. In particular, the
nonlinear dispersion of a transient RF signal caused by the de-
pendence of the electron-neutral collision frequency on the electron
temperature is studied. Valuable insights into the effects that
plasma nonlinearities have on the distortion of a transient signal
result from the numerical evaluation of the solution which is in
integral form.

I. INTRODECTIOX

The distortion that transient electromagnetic signals suffer in
propagating through plasma media has been of interest to many
engineers and scientists for many years [1>[31 . Haskell and Case
[SI have shown that the envelope distortion of transient signals
propagating in a lossless and isotropic plasma increases as the
carrier frequency approaches the electron-plasma frequency and
as the distance between the transmitter and the receiver increases.
They have more recent.ly extended their results to t.he linear propa-
gation of transient signals in lossy plasmas in which the elechon-
neutral collision frequency is constant [-I]. Although they did not
achieve an explicit solution, they were able to conclude some of the
effects that collisions have on the signal envelope.

Nonlinear effects occllr when relatively small and easily obtain-
able electromagnetic fields are applied to a plasma medium [SI-
[7]. Energy transfer from the electromagnetic field to the electrons
and hem37 particles [SI results in the gradual increase of t.he average
electron energy and the change in the rate of electron-nentral
collisions when an intense field is applied to the plasma. Ginzburg
[6] has shown that this nonlinear effect is significant when the
electric field strength is comparable to the plsma field given by
E, = [3~)mT&(02 + ~~~*)/e?]~’~, where m is the electronic mass,
e is the elect.ronic charge, X is Boltxmann's constant., w is the angular
frequency of the elect.romagnet.ic field, T* is the equilibrium elec-
tron plasma temperature, vC,, is the effective collision frequency
in an equilibrium plasma, and 6 is the fraction of energy lost by an
average electron in collision with a heavy part,icle. (For a partially
ionized plasma where collisions between electrons and neutrxls
are elast.ic and electron energies are small, 6 = %n/M, where M is
the mass of the neutral particles.)

Here we will consider the propagation of short elect.romag-
netic high-frequency pulses in a part,ially ionized, homogeneous,
and isot.ropic cold plasma medium which is infinite in extent. The
amplitude of these pulses is assumed to be large enough compared
to t.he plasma field so that nonlinear effects occur t,hrough the
proem of elastic collisions beheen electrons and neut.ra1 particles.
The amplitude and duration of the signals are assumed to be smdl
enough, however, so that inelastic collisions and ionizat,ion are
neglected.

11. THEORY

The transient electric field is assumed to be transveEe with its
electric field polarized in the +X direction and propagate in the
+Z direction. A general wave equation for the electric field in-
tensit.y E is given by

la'E aj
(1)
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